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Yet Another Season Begins
Our dive leaders are all now Parks Victoria
qualified, as required if we are to continue
to be insured free of charge by them, when
diving in the sanctuary. We also have
additional cover for when we dive elsewhere
as part of our routine snorkels and dives ex
the sanctuaries.
Left here we have David Langmead and
Terry Valentine checking to see how we are
going for a general start to our season. They
braved 12 degrees and had a great
refreshing snorkel on the 19th September.
Fish are re-appearing (the usual suspects
Zebra’s and Morwongs), and a couple of PJ’s
were seen.

A delightful little crustacean found under a
rock in the shallows.

Oddments
One of the delights of many, and the
angst of a few, is the regular presence
in the Tea House of our favourite
Wattle Bird (Maddy).
Here she is sitting on a customers
shoulder having a bemused look at her
own image.

Wattle bird image Susan Carden

Above right, this greenery is a locally rare sight, [and was cut down by someone soon after
the image was taken by Wendy Robertson]. It is a magnificent healthy Mistletoe, hanging
from a female Sheoak, just south of the BLSC on the Beach Rd.

On Saturday the
26th September we
held a small party in
the Tea House
Gardens, to wish
Cath and Di a happy
birthday.
Gayle Kiteley baked
a very big (gluten
free , but not calorie
free!) cake.
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Melbourne Down Under

TeText and poster from Phil Weirsbowski of Coastcare.

Two hundred and fifty of the who’s who of the marine world, [those with a more than
passing interest in coastal and marine matters] , were invited by Sherree Marris to the
launch of her new documentary, Melbourne Down Under.
Federation Square was an appropriate venue to showcase the world premiere of this
magnificent documentary by Sherree and Jarrod Boord,. It was launched, via video, by
the Federal Member for Flinders and Minister for the Environment, Greg Hunt.
The remarkable vision captures the wonders of Port Phillip Bay and highlights yet another
aspect of why Melbourne is regarded as one of world’s most liveable cities.
We bought a copy of the DVD and plan to show it to members at one of our future meetings.
For the record, interstate divers are fight- A small slit in the urchin shell decreases the
ing a large NSW long spined sea
urchin
hydraulic pressure, and they die.
invasion.
The methods are worth keeping in mind
These have desecrated the NSW coast and
should the long spined urchins now in
their barrens are second to none. The
Tasmania, [and so too it seems, invading
divers are using knives to cull them.
the Gippsland waters], move in to the Bay.
In California they use a technique called
hammering on another exotic sea urchin.
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The Spring Equinox

The Spring Equinox occurs when the day and night are almost equal in light terms. This
leads to a lot of activity both above and below the water. Although many of the fish aren’t
really back yet, our recent dives in still quite cold water, have led to lots of observations and
some very colourful imagery.

A wonderful blue Mediastra gunnii top (left)
and underside (right)

A very healthy golf ball sponge, a sea
star confusing a gumnut for food, and
a doubled up Biscuit Star with
protruding belly. We note too that the
Globe fish are still half hibernated, and
that for whatever reason, the unwanted
exotic Japanese kelp forests,
(Undria Pinatafida), have all but
disappeared over this winter past.
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Citizen Science in the Sanctuary
Reef Life Surveys with
Tamara Vekich of Parks
Victoria. It as a bleak Saturday
in September, but Tamara led a
very successful Reef Life Survey,
introducing the new methods to
a hardy band of MCRP’ers.
Below Hakan Dellal and Joe
Mumford leading a public rock
pool event, as part of National
Science Week.

Here a reminder that so many
new fossilised species are yet to
be found, (including those in our
own Beaumaris fossil beds), and
how great they can be.
The editor has heard that an
exciting announcement will soon
be made about a local find.

EDITORS NOTE

Marine Care
MCRP Business Address
PO Box 7356 Beaumaris 3193

Andrew Christie, the President of Marine Care Point
Cooke, had the unique privilege four or five years
back, to see some 100 female Port Jackson Sharks in
a formation at Point Cooke. He has since written a
paper on this. If you would like a copy mail the Ed.
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ray@lewisfamily.com.au

Find out more about MCRP.
You r b u sin ess t ag lin h ere .

Go to our website.
www.marinecare.org.au

Image Peter Dedrick

Above right, we have a great shot of
a Lions Mane Jelly taken on
September 26th.
We haven't seen them for a couple of years,
but it looks like they may be back again in
some numbers this season.
Anyone in the water should avoid them, as
they sting… The welts go after half and hour
or so for most people, but some have a bad
reaction, so best keep children, in
particular, away from them.

NEXT MEMBERS MEETING
Tuesday 20 October - 7 for 7.30
pm start
Beaumaris Life Saving Club
7.15 Four minute video on
shore spring flowers

fore-

7.40 Guest speaker Zoe Hogg on
the St Kilda penguins.

Citizen Science
There is a lot of trial an error work going on
with aversion therapy for baby wild animals
and birds. Examples being cane toad
aversion for baby quolls, and Goss Hawk
awareness for the rare Helmeted Honeyeaters.
It seems to me that we at MCRP are well
positioned to play our part, in some
ways ,with recorded and intelligent
observations of the habits etc of many of
our local underwater species.

Skeleton Shrimp -Phil Watson

Come along and make new friends
…. Next issue likely December 2015

